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Stand firm. Don‟t Move.
Students organize student led Bible studies
Meredith Wooley, Feature Editor
Seven o‘clock on a Friday morning and
the lecture hall was packed to its capacity. Eighty eager and curious students
marched into the room, grabbing complimentary breakfast items as they made
their way to an empty seat. The meeting
began as each student leader, with sweaty
palms, stood up and spoke to their classmates, kicking off the new organization
known as Students Standing Strong.
―[Students Standing Strong] is a weekly
Bible study that is student led,‖ junior
Payton Pierce said. ―Just by reading [the
Bible] people will have an understanding
of how things happen for a reason and
how God has a plan for all of us.‖
Grapevine parent Terry Ann Kelly created this organization with her son, giving public school students an opportunity
to learn about the Bible and form a closeknit community. This group quickly
spread through Grapevine and Colleyville, and now it is districtwide. With an impressive turnout, 2,000 students were present at
the last Students Standing Strong rally.
―The guy who was speaking at the rally asked everyone to come
down and surround their peers because they are your brothers and
your sisters in Christ. The entire stands cleared,‖ Pierce said. ―We
realize that we‘re not the size that Colleyville and Grapevine is but
just seeing those rallies in GISD was so moving. We want that in
our school.‖
Students Standing Strong may resemble existing Christian organizations; however, there are a few factors that make it unlike any
other club.
―It‘s similar to FCA except for the fact that it is student led,‖ junior Patrick Vickery said. ―We get together and we share scripture
straight from the Bible and we share our own personal experiences
and just talk about how God can have an impact in this school.‖
SSS creates an opportunity for students to discuss the Bible with
their friends and classmates and allows them to learn from one another and be honest about their beliefs.
―It‘s a chance for [students] to be open about their faith at
school,‖ junior Wes King said. ―That‘s not something that happens
a lot at public school.‖
The group of student leaders is made up of mostly junior students;
however the clubs attendees range from middle school students to
seniors. Each week two leaders stand in front and begin a group
discussion on a particular passage in the Bible.
―The meetings are very open and outgoing, the leaders make it
easy to understand,‖ freshman Caydan Long said. ―They make sure
to include all ages and students in the ministry.‖

Students Standing Strong meets every Friday at 7 a.m. in the
lecture hall. Senior Justin Bruton, juniors Trey Arnett, Eric
Schinske, Wes King, Patrick Vickery, Lindsey Bramhall, Carley
Hawk, and sophomore Rachel Zembraski are student leaders
who host the meetings.
Photo By: Meredith Wooley

Although SSS is primarily run by students, there are several parents
who work behind the scenes and are there to answer any questions
that students may have.
―The parents‘ role is to just to be a support system for the kids,‖
senior mom Jeanna Sutton said. ―Also we have a prayer box that we
have students put prayer requests in and nobody sees those but the
parents. We support the group through prayer.‖
Students Standing Strong is not an organization formed just for
students who have a strong faith. All students are invited to attend
and listen to the testimonies of their peers in a secure environment.
―There are some kids that are intimidated by church, so maybe
they‘ll be willing to come and listen to religion from their peers
other than a preacher standing in front and giving a lesson,‖ King
said. ―It‘s just a new way to get their religion started and maybe
peak their interests.‖
The student leaders are eager to get this organization started and
hope that they continue to get students involved in the Bible.
"We want people to be brothers and sisters of Christ and not just
people who roam the hallways and see each other everyday,‖ Pierce
said. ―We are really excited for what we‘re going to see in the next
few weeks and in the next year.‖
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Community provides support in difficult time
Cat Clark, Opinions Editor
For three weeks in a row, Argyle
has been experiencing loss. So
many tragedies, so many beloved
people that we lost. Our hearts and
prayers go out to the Stapleton
family, the Clark family, and the
Hull family.
Usually I‘m writing about how
annoying certain things in our
daily lives can be, but one point
that I believe everyone can agree
on is that our community has
really come together. For all those
who didn‘t think Challenge Day
would ever really matter, look at
how our community has come
together, helping the families and
friends that are in need.
I know how special every little
gesture has been to these families,

from cards and hugs to Facebook
encouragements. Every person
that shows they are backing them
up helps. It really makes me
thankful to be in a community that
comes together.
I remember when we had lost
people before, I didn‘t really know
them. I knew these people. I know
the families that are devastated. I
know it‘s harder and I also see that
it doesn‘t matter if you really
know them- being there for them
just shows that you care and are
sorry and want to help out in any
way possible.
Many of us feel helpless. We
don‘t know what to do or how to
help, but there are many activities
going on that are helping out the

families.
Rotary Interact sponsored a car
wash, the proceeds going towards
a family. Some churches and
moms are signing up for a day to
make meals for each family. The
student council held a balloon release after school. Bracelets and tshirts are being sold in memory of
Autumn Caudle with all the proceeds going to the Hull family.
The little things really go a long
way. Remember what we learned
in Challenge Day: everyone has
their own issues and everyone
deals with matters like this in different ways. Even if you still don‘t
know what to do, a simple smile
can do a lot.

Cartoon by Cat Clark
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My policy has been, and will continue... to be upon friendly terms
with, but independent of, all the nations of the earth.” - George
Washington
It is without doubt that such an audacious claim - to completely
free ourselves from ties with other countries - would not work in
today‘s world economy. The key phrase is ―to be upon friendly
terms...‖ Certainly, some precautions must necessarily be taken to
prevent foreign hostility, while keeping in mind the welfare of the
general public. But outright refusal to promote any kind of friendliness with foreign nations certainly does not help to make reparations!
The recent bit of news this ties to involves nukes. On April 8 2010,
President Obama signed the new START (Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaty) treaty with Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, marking a
large step in the effort to reduce the world‘s nuclear stockpile. It will
reduce the amount of operationally deployed nuclear warheads each
country may maintain by 30%. This has some Americans in fits of
rage, complaining that doing so is making the U.S. appear weak! But
guess what? We will still have approximately 1,550 warheads
(enough to blow up the world several times)! Are numbers of such
magnitude really necessary? Obama‘s dream of a nuclear free world
may be a bit fanciful, but just making more warheads is not going to
stop countries like Iran from developing nuclear weapons (Israel
watch out). This is not debatable, because even at this moment,
Iran‘s nuclear program is functioning faster than ever. In fact, on
April 9 2010 Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad unveiled new
centrifuges for enriching uranium (though they insist their program is
peaceful). Please realize that the limiting of nuclear weapons is not a
new thing. The original START treaty was signed back in 1991, during the Reagan Administration. Reagan‘s Secretary Of State George
Shultz said, ―the president has always objected to (the increase of
nuclear weapons). What he wants to do is decrease them.‖ Three
years later, Bush Sr. even signed a START treaty of his own.
Many also think that, because the treaty will halt new production
of arms, we will be stuck with ‗outdated‘ nuclear warheads. So their
solution is to make some new ones, and toss out the old ones. Well
what ever happened to fiscal responsibility? We are only just emerging from a recession, and they think we should spend a load of
money on new weapons that are really only for show. Also, realize
that the treaty does not restrict American plans to build an antimissile
system in Europe. It simply includes a provision prohibiting either
side from using ballistic missile launchers for missile defense interceptors. These missiles are different from those of the hotly debated
missile defense system.
It has followed that nearly every thing Obama does, or tries to do,
is initially faced with opposition from the right (and granted, applause from the left). But in recent months it has become obvious
that the president is desiring more bipartisan support. During his
State Of The Union address he proclaimed that if the right had any
better ideas for health care reform, then they should simply let him
know (he was greeted with sneers). He has established a bipartisan
commission that is designed to help Congress make better decisions
regarding the federal budget. He is currently seeking bipartisan input
on who should succeed the soon-to-be vacant spot in the Supreme
Court..
It seems the prerequisite exists that if Obama said it, it must be a
lie, it must be socialism, it must be stopped. But now Obama has
taken a step that was started by conservative hero Ronald Reagan. So
the factor that makes people think in this way remains elusive. So do
ask yourself, why should I hate Obama today?

Clay Olsen, Guest Columnist
National Security could be the most important aspect facing
our nation. Without defense, nothing matters. A weak defense
leaves the country vulnerable by almost inviting attacks. Over
the past couple of years I believe our defense has been weakened.
The current White House administration began this destruction when they released confidential information on enhanced
interrogation methods used by the C.I.A. This release gave our
enemies intel that would help them train for being captured.
Some say that enhanced interrogation doesn‘t work. However,
the C.I.A. interrogation led to the capture of Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, the man who planned the horrific 9/11 attack. Eric
Holder, the current Attorney General, wanted Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed to be put on trial in a civilian court in New York
City. Why not put him on trial in a military court? It‘s logical,
and this administration seems to always choose the illogical
path.
You might be thinking, ―Clay, the terrorists at Guantanamo
Bay have rights under the Geneva Conventions.‖ NO THEY
DON‘T! Those protected under the Geneva Conventions are
those that do not intentionally target innocent civilians, those
who wear a uniform in public, and those who agree to follow
the convention rules.
In contrast, these terrorists, who the liberals are tip toeing
around and rushing to get rights for, do not fall under the protection of the convention regulations because they intentionally
target innocent civilians, they do not openly wear a uniform,
they hide behind innocent bystanders, and they mutilate the
American men and women whom they capture. C.I.A. enhanced interrogation has saved countless lives and has potential
to save many more.
Guess what! Obama wants to make some more cutbacks! No,
he‘s not cutting taxes or wasteful spending. He wants to cut the
missile defense budget by $1.2 billion. A missile defense base
at Fort Greeley in Alaska will be cut 44 interceptor missiles to
30 under that administration‘s proposed cuts. These missiles
would defend our nation from missiles launched from North
Korea and Iran. Other cuts in the proposition involve defense
bases in Poland and Czech Republic. Russians were angry
about these bases being next to their borders so I bet they‘re
happy.
Finally, I would like to address the event that recently took
place involving the nuke cuts agreement between Russia and
the U.S. The motion was supposedly a step toward diminishing
nuclear weapons. It sounds awesome, doesn‘t it? No nuclear
weapons. Wouldn‘t that be nice? I don‘t know about anyone
else but I have this weird feeling that Russia is hiding their
extra nukes in some secret basement.
Cuts in national defense is not the cuts we need right now.
With North Korea and Iran testing missile launches, the last
thing we need is the disappearance of missile defense bases.
It‘s great that Obama is being optimistic about future relations
with hostile countries. But what if … do I dare say … his prediction is wrong? It would be great if we had some options on
the table.
If for some reason you still believe that enhanced interrogations did not save lives, I recommend reading Courting Disasters by Marc Thiessen. I would also like to salute our armed
forces for continuing to fight for our freedoms.
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Junior’s tiered
skirt priced at
$11.88 - Target

fashion
at BARGAIN
prices

upcoming

VS.
Aqua Tiered
Floral Skirt
priced at $78.00
- Bloomingdales

Cardigan
Sweater
priced at
$17.99
- Target

VS.

VS.

Pocket
Cardigan
priced at
$68.00
- Bloom-

MICHAEL Michael Kors
"Fiji" Sunglasses priced at
$95.00 - Bloomingdales

Genetic Denim
priced at $188.00
- Barney’s

Frame glasses priced at
$16.99 - Target

VS.

Skinny Grey
Wash Denim
priced at $19.99
- Target

CONCERTS

Alternative/Rock

Hip-hop/Rap

Serena Ryder
House of Blues, Dallas
04/22/10

Jordin Sparks
House of Blues, Dallas
05/18/10

Green River Ordinance
House of Blues, Dallas
04/24/10

Drake
Palladium Ballroom, Dallas
05/19/10

Coheed and Cambria
The Palladium Ballroom, Dallas
04/29/10

Indie/Folk

Blue October
House of Blues, Dallas
04/30/10
The Spill Canvas
The Loft, Dallas
05/05/10
Nickelback with Breaking Benjamin, and Sick Puppies
American Airlines Center,
Dallas 05/15/10

Country

Mossimo
Racer-Tank
(Grey) priced
at $10.00
- Target

VS.

Skinny Racerback(Grey)
priced at
$68.00
- Barney’s

Norah Jones
Music Hall at Fair Park, Dallas
05/04/10
Ben Folds
House of Blues, Dallas
05/09/10
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers and Joe Cocker
Superpages.com Center,
Dallas
05/15/10

Christian

Clay Walker
Billy Bob’s, Fort Worth
05/01/10

Tenth Avenue North
Air Hogs Minor League baseball Stadium, Grand Prairie
05/01/10

Jimmy Buffett
Pizza Hut Park, Frisco
05/22/10

David Crowder Band
UBC, Waco
05/23/10

Stressful situations can be avoided
Cat Clark, Opinions Editor
One thing that we can all agree goes on in our lives is stress. It‘s that annoying
stress all really comes down to what stresses you out. Figuring that out is the first
feeling you get, and it‘s not even at the back of your mind or in the pit of your
step.
stomach- it‘s at the front of your mind, or the bad lunch you just ate that is hurting
Some things can be avoided, such as always being in a hurry. Take your time.
your stomach.
Maybe you‘re not an early riser and you always seem
Stress is not just a bad, nagging feelingto be late to school. Try doing stuff you usually do in
it‘s something your body does that‘s supthe morning the night before, such as taking a
posed to be positive. Stress is the instinct
shower, straightening your hair, or even setting out
you have to get out of the way of a speeding
the clothes you want to wear the night before.
car.
There are some issues that can‘t be avoided- such
But sometimes stress doesn‘t stop, and we
as the projects in Coach Chancelor‘s class. The only
have an instinct to defend ourselves when
solution for that is to find ways that help get stress
we are sitting still, which causes our body to
out of your system.
work in overtime, with no place to put that
I know helps some is chocolate. It is a chemical
extra energy. This can cause you to worry,
thing- chocolate sends endorphins (the happy chemifeel anxious, or just make you up tight and
cals) to your brain and makes you feel better. (Same
can lead to major health problems such as
with smiling and laughing- it sends endorphins to
depression, insomnia, and high blood presyour brain.) But take this with a grain of salt- chocosure.
late is not going to solve all your problems. Too
Teenagers aren‘t usually known for their
much chocolate can make you overweight, only addstress, but one third of them suffer from at
ing to your stress.
least one bout of stress a week.
To release energy, go work out. Exercise of any
Teens can get stress from many things,
kind is a positive outlet for all that energy that stress
with school work being the number one
builds up.
cause. And regardless of age, stress can
Next is meditating which I find helpful. Meditating
Students like sophomore, Drew Davis deal with stress daily.
manifest into lifelong ailments. The lifelong
doesn‘t automatically mean getting criss-crossPhoto by: Cat Clark
effects include strokes, memory disturapplesauce on the floor and start saying
bances, and heart attacks.
―oooaaahhmmm,‖ until the stress is gone. While that
I mastered the ―take a drive‖ method and then I got a ticket. I tried the ―scream
is meditating to some- the meditating I‘m talking about is where you picture yourinto your pillow‖ theory and ended up just falling asleep and waking up feeling
self in a blank room- nothing but white walls- and you laying in the center. Slowly
worse because I got nothing done in the few hours that my nap lasted.
start to erase yourself starting at your feet and traveling up your body until you are
I even tried the ―you don‘t have it bad compared to others,‖ method this week
completely gone. And just lay like that for a couple of minutes. While it takes sevbecause my dog just had a surgery and he has to wear the Cone of Shame for a
eral tries to accomplish, it only lasts a couple of minutes but leaves you feeling
week and he can‘t even walk through a door without some minor difficulties. After refreshed.
I thought about that, I just felt pathetic and worse.
There are many more ways of getting rid of your stress depending on what
Think of this as something I‘ve tried and I‘m working with you in this whole
stresses you out. And if it can‘t be avoided- relax. Things that you can‘t control,
―manage your stress‖ issue right along with you. People handle stress in different
you need to learn to let go.
ways- what works for me might not work for you and vise versa. Getting rid of
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Youth Art in the Square
Students participate in youth art show
Michelle Newell, Life and Arts Editor
Incredible paintings, drawings, and photographs cluttered the tent from left to right. Contestants wore an intimidated look on their faces as they walked through the
rows of their opponent‘s artwork in the youth art booth.
―I was nervous because some of the drawings looked
like photographs, but when I got up close I could see the
pencil strokes,‖ senior Molly Hennesy said.
Molly Hennesy, along with other students, participated
in Youth Art in the Square in 2009 and anticipated the
results all weekend. This year‘s event will be held on the
weekend of Apr. 23rd. Youth Art in the Square is a sponsored booth at Art in the Square in the Southlake Town
Square where high school students can participate in a
world-class art festival.
―YAIS allows high school students to join the jury process to learn the mechanics of working in an art fair, have
an opportunity to sell some of their work, and win
awards,‖ Co-chair for YAIS, Mary Davis said.

Art in the Square is an annual
fundraising event created by
Southlake Women‘s Club.
Since it‘s beginning in 2000,
Art in the Square has raised
more than one million dollars to
help fund charitable organizations.
―It‘s a good opportunity to give
back to the community, and it‘s
awesome to be able to do that
e Newell
Photo by Shanno
awing by Michell
Color pencil dr
n Portz
through art,‖ Hennessey said.
The event not only helps the
community and offers students a chance to succeed, but it
If these students do advance and place
functions as an experience where anyone can come and
through the next round, they are eligible to win cash, art
enjoy the art, food, and entertainment.
supplies, scholarship money, and a chance for studios to
―My favorite part was just walking around and seeing
showcase the winner‘s art.
everything that was set up,‖ senior Brooke Carter said.
―Youth art in the square is just a great opportunity to be
―They had a wide variety of work – sculptures, recognized for your artwork,‖ Carter said.
paintings, drawings, glass blowing, jewelry, and
Mark your calendars for the last weekend in April and
even music. It was just a really cool atmoscome drench your senses in the art, music, crafts, and
phere.‖
food of this three day juried art festival while benefiting
Last year, junior Julie Church, and seniors
the community at the same time.
Molly Hennesy and Michelle Newell, advanced
through the first round of judging and had artSource: www.artinthesquare.com
work selected to be shown in the YAIS booth.
This year, Newell and senior Shannon Portz
have entered artwork that will hopefully be chosen for the 2010 event.
―My goal is just to be recognized for my art
and to hear that people like it,‖ Portz said.
―Winning would be great, but it‘s more about
inspiring others and influencing other people‘s
artwork.‖

2010
promarama

How did you ask your date to Prom?

How were you asked to Prom?

“I went to my locker in morning and there
was a vase with two tulips in it. There was a
note stuck to the inside of my locker that
said to follow the flowers and that hopefully
my answer would be okay. In each class
there was a water bottle at the front of the
room with two tulips in it. There was a note
on each water bottle and in the end it all said
„Will you be my date to the Prom?‟ Then
after track practice, Nick came up to me with
two more flowers and asked me in person.”
-Mariam Palmer, sophomore

“Well I thought of making another facebook account and
putting our names as the name
of it and then I made the profile
picture a picture of myself with a
sign that said prom with me?”
-Wes King , junior

“I put a note on the car
window so when I
picked her up for dinner
she saw it.”
-Brandyn Hinnrichs,
senior

“Well I made plans with one of her
friends for her to go over to her
friends house and then her friend ordered pizza at Giovanni‟s and so I
bought the pizza and I wrote Prom on
the box and I showed up at the house
and she answered the door and I
asked her to prom.”
-Chad Hedlund, junior

“We were going bowling and I
heard my name called over
the loud speaker, so I went up
to the front desk and they
asked me if I would go to
Prom with Jansen so that
everyone in the bowling alley
could hear.”
-Michelle Kuckleman, junior

“As I was speeding into the
parking lot, trying to make it
to the NHS meeting on time,
I saw Prom written in chalk
on my parking space and
Sam was waiting on the
other side in his car.”
-Molly Hennessy, senior
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Ames experiences wrecks, wins
Michaela Theall, Staff Writer
Micah Ames anxiously sits as the engines rev at the starting gate, waiting for the flag to raise. Ames is a sophomore
at Argyle High School who races four wheelers at a professional level. Since his father bought him his first dirt bike at
four years of age, racing has been a way of life for him.

EAVESDROPPING

camper that has a garage in the back of it for the fourwheelers.

―On Friday morning, we get up, pack the trailer, drive to
where the race is being held, unload everything, and set up
camp. On Saturday, we practice on the track we will be racIn his thirteen years of racing four-wheelers he has had
ing on Sunday morning. After the race on Sunday, we load
some close calls, with scars to show for them, but his accom- the trailer back up and head home,‖ Ames said.
plishments have been worth it all.
Ames‘ dream would be to pursue a successful career in
―We wear all kinds of protective gear. When I race, I wear racing four-wheelers after high school. ―The best part about
a helmet, chest protector, goggles, boots, gloves, and padded racing would have to be hanging out with my friends and
pants,‖ Ames said.
learning about the mechanical aspects of all the equipment,‖
Ames said.
He has been in two dramatic wrecks in his time on the
track. The main variable in his first crash in Bowie was high
His younger brother Cody, a freshman at Argyle, also races
winds. As he left a practice jump, the wind blew his fourfour-wheelers. ―Even though he races in a separate class
wheeler sideways, landing it on its back left tire, catapulting from me, it‘s nice to have my brother there so that we can
him forward.
talk about racing and relate to each other.‖ Ames said.
In another instance in an Oklahoma race, he sped across a
pothole at fifty miles per hour, again flipping his fourwheeler back end over front.

―Racing has always been something I like to do and a good
way to just escape reality and have fun.‖

However in his most recent two years of racing, he has
won first place in his series in the overall points and first in
his class.
Ames practices every weekend that he gets the chance and
usually competes in two races per month.

“Don’t say radical– it’s like a cuss
word.”
Adam Khan, Chemistry
“Someone’s perfume is making me hungry. Reagan?”
James Thorpe, History
That’s why Sam’s so buff– he babysits
all the time.”
Luke Laird, Rotary
“I actually showed up at school, I
shouldn’t be punished by having to do
work.”
Tyler Dodd, English
“When I see a weather woman, I
change the channel.”
Aimee Kline, Geometry
“Why do hand sanitizers say they kill
99.99% of germs? Are they trying to
cover their backs or is there one invisible germ?”
Nick Gonzalez, Chemistry
“How are you going to support your
ducks as a runaway?”
Coach Oberle, World Geography
“You never tasted stuff with your
eyes?”
Seth James, Algebra 1

―Races in our series can be anywhere within a 200 mile
radius of the DFW metroplex,‖ Ames said.
The series that he currently competes in include ATVCCS,
TORN, and the Oklahoma series.
Within each series there are divisions and classes within
those divisions. As far as placement within this system, ―You
just kinda pick whichever class you think you fit in and
could be competitive in,‖ Ames said , who competes in the
―A‖ division in the ―Pro‖ class.

“Just because I don’t know big words
doesn’t mean I don’t know the capital
of California.”
Owen Graham, English

Races are a weekend-long affair. The Ames family has a

Winter Guard finds success in new division
Dominique Church, News Editor
As the music starts, fourteen young competitors wait for
their cue to begin their routine. They are all at the ready,
knowing they have to move in perect unison with their
teammates. These are the thoughts of the Winter Guard
before each competition.
Winter Guard was started in spring 2007. There is a
distinct difference between Color Guard and Winter
Guard. Color Guard performs with the band while Winter
Guard is trained to go to competitions as a team.
Band Director Cathy Johnson and color guard tech
Nikki Switzer came together to start the guard. The band
needed a color guard to boost their points in their competitions and a Winter Guard was just the way to do it.
After marching band season is over, Winter Guard season starts. Winter Guard is ―our time for preparing for the
fall [after marching band season,]; it‘s a huge transitional
stage,‖ Lucy Pascasio, assistant band director and Winter
Guard coordinator, said.
Each year Pascasio and Switzer come up with a show
for the team members to perform at competitions. The
show always has some sort of theme, and in the past they
have done a hip-hop show and a semi lyrical show.
This year‘s show is more contemporary. Pascasio and
Switzer picked a theme that would ―be to our advantage
not only with Winter Guard but in the fall as well, seeing
as it‘s a state year,‖ Pascasio said. A state year is a year
that the marching band goes to the state competition; it
occurs every other year.
They go through many songs, trying to pick one that is a
―strong song‖ and has a good message. ―We went through
several songs, different types of songs, different kinds of
tempos- fast, slow,‖ Pascasio said.
The song that was chosen was Christina Aguilera‘s song
―Fighter.‖ ―It‘s a song that we can all relate to,‖ Pascasio
said. They named their show ―Shattered not Broken.‖
After the song is chosen the routine must be choreographed. The song is listened to and slowly the moves are
decided, and the routine is then slowly developed by
Switzer. Then the guard perfects the routine by playing on
the teams unique abilities. ―We try to showcase their
strengths and build on their weaknesses,‖ Pascasio said.

Then, costumes and flags are chosen to accompany the
show. ―I sit down and look through different catalogs
picking costumes, flags and colors. It‘s a very ongoing
process,‖ Pascasio said.
After perfecting their routine at the competitions the
team was ready to go to championships. To attend the
championships the team is required to have participated in
two other competitions.
This the team participated in seven. They received a
trophy in every competition except one. At the championship the team placed fifth out of the ten other teams in
their classification.
Winter Guard classifications are a little different than
sports and UIL. It‘s not based on 2A or 3A. ―It all has to
do with the number of girls you have on your team, their
age and their skill level,‖ Pascasio
said.
The ranking ranges from Cadet
to Regional A and on up. The team
had recently been promoted to
Scholastic AAA after starting in
Regional A. They started as novices, which are the beginners.
The Winter Guard worked hard
all year to make it as far as they
did. They practiced every Monday
and Thursday from 6:00 to 8:30
p.m. There are 14 girls on the
guard including their officers.
Winter Guard doesn‘t have captains like other sports teams; they
have officers. They have two tech
officers, senior Danielle Jones and
senior Lauren DeBruycker. ―They
help with equipment and help
teach the girls,‖ sophomore,
Lorianne Daub said. Their social
officer is junior Rebekkah Fory.
One of the reasons the girls enjoy Winter Guard is for the friendships they have created. ―I love

Winter Guard because I get to hang out with my friends
and we always find a way to have fun at practice,‖ sophomore Lorianne Daub said.
Next year, the marching band will defend their state
championship, and Color Guard is an essential part of the
show. Students who would like to participate should attend the evaluation clinics on April 13th, 20th, and 21st to
learn more about color guard. The final evaluations will
be held in the middle school gym on Friday, April 23rd
from four to seven.
New guard members will be joining a dedicated team.
―I appreciate the girls for all of their hard work, their
dedication and their passion for [Winter Guard] and just
wanting to be the best that they can be. I couldn‘t ask for
a better group of girls,‖ Pascasio said.
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UNICEF‟s „Battle of the Bands‟ coming in May
Buckley Wallace, Staff Writer
May 16th is a night that you can get out of your house and go to a fun, family oriented event, that is all for a good cause. This is the Battle of the Bands, hosted by
UNICEF, at the Argyle Intermediate School football field.
For those of you that don‘t know, UNICEF is an organization to help save children
that live in third world countries from hunger and the poverty that they are living in,
and to decrease the number of deaths of these children. The acronym, UNICEF,
stands for the United Nations International Children‘s Emergency Fund.
You might wonder, ‗Why should we care?‘ This benefit concert is to raise money to
battle hunger and poverty in third world countries. ―The rough goal we have is about
$2,000,‖ said UNICEF President Emiliana Lopez.
This event is not totally about the bands, but is also being focused on family activities. ―There will be game booths, volleyball, a rock-climbing wall, face painting, and
more,‖ said committee member Alex Terry. There will be concession stand food,
such as water, candy, soda, and much more. There will be a grill for hot dogs and
hamburgers and also an area to get Mexican food.
There will be a $7 fee ―at the door‖, a $30 entry fee for a band that wants to compete, and a $25-$50 cost for a booth, depending on the size that you are going to reserve. Some of the booths that will be seen there include one benefiting Project
Graduation, one selling Haiti T-shirt‘s, and many others. ―The $7 to get in will go to
UNICEF, as well as any donations and the profits made from the face-painting
booth,‖ said Lopez.

Featured Local Bands
Leviathan

Osage

Impossible
Sympathy

Style of Music

Alternative/Pop rock Hard rock/
Progressive rock

Band
Members

Jon Michael Riley,
Jace Dourgarian,
and Jake Roberts

Dylan Taylor, James
Taylor, Sam
―Swede‖ Davidson,
and Andrew
Barryman

Covers,
original songs
or both?

Most likely both

Original songs

Musical
Inspirations

Blink 182, 30 Seconds to Mars, and a
lot more...

Tool, Metallica, and
Deftones

And then there are the bands. Bands from Denton-Ryan, Denton-Guyer, and our
own high school have been invited to entertain everyone during the event. The bands
that are going to represent for our school include, but are not limited to, Osage, Leviathon, and Impossible Sympathy.
―We are trying to attract all age groups, whether you are young or old,‖ said Lopez.
So we invite everyone to come out and support the UNICEF group at the first annual
Battle of the Bands benefit concert. If you would like to contact someone about the
concert, you can talk to your student council sponsor, Emiliana Lopez, or Pam Arrington, the Business Education/Student Council leader at Argyle High School.

The
>> Buzz
Xtreme Dance Team

WANTED

Looking for a fun summer job?

BE AN ARGYLE ISD VIP!!
Bring in your
Student or Teacher ID Card
& receive the following
prices all year long!
$10 OFF WOMEN'S HAIRCUT
OR $5 OFF MEN'S HAIRCUT
YOU MUST SHOW ID TO GET
THESE PRICES

Xtreme Blast from the Past Performance: An
exhilarating performance from the dance team,
colorgaurd, and cheerleaders showcasing original choreography from each decade 50‘stoday!
May 15th @ 7:00 p.m. HS Auditorium
(admission is free, but donations will be gladly
accepted)!

NHS
Look no further!
The City of Lewisville is hiring lifeguards for the summer of 2010. Apply on-line today at:
www.cityoflewisville.com.
Not a lifeguard yet? Not a problem.
Lifeguard classes are now forming.
Check the City of Lewisville
website for all available classes
or call 972-219-3749
for more information.

National Honor Society induction will be held
in the auditorium on April 27 at 6:30pm. Approximately 80 students will be inducted.

Creative Writing Club
Joshua Goodpaster is writing a story and will
give each member the first page. Each member will then finish Joshua‘s story in his/her
style and individual plot.

UIL
April 23rd—Region Meet in Commerce
May 6th-8th—State Meet in Austin

Parent Meetings—6:30
in Lecture Hall:
April 26th -- Next year‘s 9th grade

Senior Ads
for Sale!
Recognize the 2010
Senior Class!
Congratulations ad
space available for
$20 per spot. See a
staff member or
contact Mrs. Fenter
for details.

April 28th -- Next year‘s 10th grade
April 29th -- Next year‘s 11th grade
May 3rd -- Next year‘s 12 grade

Powder Puff Game
May 2nd @ 5:00, HS field

Hoops for Hope,
Faculty vs. Students
May 6th—12:30-1:15
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Put the “game” into All-Star Game
Something needs to change to make the
games worth watching again
Josh McSwain, sports editor
All the fantasy sports players dream of having a whole
team of All-Stars. All the highest batting averages, most
goals, most touchdown passes, etc. Each sport has one
game a year in which its biggest names all take the field.
The best of the best. It should be the most entertaining
game of the year. But instead it‘s the least.
The main reason is there is little reward to the game
(with baseball being the one exception). Players don‘t try
in these games because they may get hurt in a game that
counts for nothing.
Also, rules of the games are modified for player safety.
For the NFL pro bowl, there is no blitzing and teams must
play a 4-3 defense. In the NHL All-Star game there is no
checking. That‘s pretty much figure skating with a puck.
The NBA All-Star game features no defense. Some would
say there‘s no defense in the NBA whatsoever, but that‘s
not the point. Even though the record for points in an
NBA game is 186, games shouldn‘t be 150-145. Particularly when most of those points are highlight reel dunks
watched by defenders and fans alike.

All that said, what really gets me about All-Star games
is fan voting. These games feature only the most popular
players, not necessarily the ones who are playing the best
that season. Cases in point- Allen Iverson made the eastern conference (NBA) All-Star team this year. He played
in 25 games for Philadelphia this season, after beginning
in Memphis, and did nothing to make himself worthy of
the All-Star team. Last season Josh Hamilton of the Rangers missed significant time due to injury, and for the
whole year batted .268, hit 10 homeruns and had 54
RBI‘s, he would have had less at the midpoint of the season (obviously); yet he still started for the American
League.
If these All-Star games meant something, maybe not as
many players would pull out. In last year‘s pro bowl, Peyton Manning, Tom Brady and Philip Rivers were the three
AFC quarterbacks voted in. Brady pulled out citing injury
(not necessarily true), as did his replacement, Ben Roethlisberger. Peyton Manning couldn‘t play because the
Colts played in the Super Bowl, and Rivers‘ wife was

giving birth to a child (a fair excuse). So the three quarterbacks who played in the game were Matt Schuab, who led
the league in passing yards and should have been first or
second on the list, not fifth; Vince Young and David
Garrard.
Fan voting needs to be taken out. It should be 100% up
to head coaches, who cannot vote for their own players.
Finally, for the prize involved, it‘s an easy fix for the
NBA and NHL. Winner gets home ice or court advantage
for the championship series. For the NFL, it‘s a little
more complicated. One fair solution may be the winning
conference doesn‘t have to send a team to the overseas
game and lose one of their home games. But with the way
the league has done all the London games so far, it has
been one team from both conferences. If they want to
maintain that, then the conference that loses the pro bowl
will have its team lose the home game played in London.
All-Star games need some sort of reform in order to
keep fan interest and avoid ratings sinking lower than
what they already are.

The Killer B‟s
O’Brien sisters share varsity softball experience
Question 1: How long have you played softball?
Question 2: Were you always on the same team as your sisters?
Question 3: How does your relationship with your sisters on the field differ
from your everyday relationship with them?
Question 4: Has there ever been an incident on the field one of your sisters
still holds over you?
Question 5: Do you compare yourself to your sisters and try to have better
stats than them?
Question 6: Give one characteristic of your 2 sisters you like and one you
dislike.
Question 7: What‘s the best and worst part of playing with your sisters?

Brittany, senior

Brooke, junior

Blair, freshman

1. Since I was 8

1. Since 2nd grade

1. Since I was 5

2. Always on the same team

2. Yes

3. We argue at home, but we support each other
on the field

3. We get along real well, we fight on
and off the field, but it’s fun

2. No, but I was when I was really little, and then when I was
10 then we started being on the same team, and then this
year was the next time we were on the same team

4. No

4. Blair gives Brittany and I a hard time

5. Yes, and I would rate it about a 10

5. Not really, we all work hard

6. We have each other for support, but they
point out everything I do wrong

6. Bad game or not they encourage me,
and we have fun; can’t think of a negative, I enjoy everything about it

7. We’ve become closer because of it, but they
don’t allow me to get over some things

7. My sisters are my best friends, but I
do feel some pressure from the outside
to be the best of us

See the O’Brien sisters and the rest of the 5-4 (district) softball
team make their playoff run when playoff games begin in late April.

3. It’s better on the field. We fight more when we are off the
field, we get along better when we’re playing
4. I don’t think so
5. I mean, I would be embarrassed if I did worse than them, I
just try and do good for our family name!
6. Brittany is goofy, obviously, and she’s nice. Brooke braids
my hair before games and she is funny, she’s a lot like me so
that’s good. And then what I don’t like about her? I like
Brooke. I don’t know what I don’t like about her. She runs
funny.
7. The best part about playing with my sisters is it’s pretty
cool when we get called out and it’s like senior, freshman,
junior, I just like that. It’s just cool to hear that we play together. And then the worst about playing with them is if I do
better than them they get mad at me or if they do better
than me then they’re like haha you sucked tonight.
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2nd Annual Chili

Cook-off

The community of Argyle gathered for the Second Annual
Grand Slam Chili Cook-off to benefit Project Graduation 2012.
Families and students enjoyed homemade chili, warm
weather, local music, and exciting games.

Junior Varsity cheerleaders stand in front of
the decorative chili booth.
Senior Emily Rodgers makes a great hit for her
teammates.

Above: The Argyle Jazz Band performs a
set of music for the crowd.

Left: Students and children enjoy rolling
and bouncing around in the life-size
hamster balls.
Photos by: Michelle Newell

